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 Export_limits for PostgreSQL: The minimum row size (varchar) used in Export statements has been increased from 32 to 64 bytes. for PostgreSQL: The minimum row size (varchar) used in Export statements has been increased from 32 to 64 bytes. Server: The maximum user length for bind variables has been increased from 4096 to 4KB. for Bind variables has been increased from 4096 to 4KB.
Server: psqlbind variables are now properly bound when an sqlite3.enable_load_extension setting is changed. setting is changed. plperlu scripts now use perlio. scripts now use. Login can fail when reconnecting in a new process. When applying query_cache_min_res_unit, set it to 0 to remove the unit. , set it to to remove the unit. New in this release: To make stack traces readable, the default

formatting is now to indent, not align, output from user-defined functions and C functions. This change applies to all code. New in version 9.3: To make stack traces readable, the default formatting is now to indent, not align, output from user-defined functions and C functions. This change applies to all code. New in version 9.2: To make stack traces readable, the default formatting is now to indent,
not align, output from user-defined functions and C functions. This change applies to all code. To make stack traces readable, the default formatting is now to indent, not align, output from user-defined functions and C functions. This change applies to all code. New in version 9.1: Removed dns_resolver, which is no longer used. , which is no longer used. New in version 9.0: Several changes for

enhanced consistency with other PostgreSQL packages: SQL statements are no longer displayed in uppercase. allowing a third party to deploy their own PostgreSQL with unmodified code. allowing a third party to build customized PostgreSQL with additional features. New in version 8.4: Changing the default display width of tables in pgAdmin III, pgToad, and psql now works. New in version 8.3:
pg_ls_dir, pg_ls_dir_recursive, and pg_ls_dir_xargs now have the -b option. option. New in version 8. f3e1b3768c
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